
 

Old aristocratic residence dated back to the 18th century located in the main square of a

typical 'borgo' in North Salento, only a few km from Lecce, a place where the architectural

and structural beauties which characterize these small towns remain unchanged. The

façade, very simple and linear, at the ground floor has a majestic gate and at the upper level

has five large windows topped by triangular and arcuate-shaped gables, all completed by a

corbel cornice. The residence, built on two levels and covering a total surface of about 1.000

sqm, at the ground level is composed by a wonderful spacious entrance hall accessed from

the 18th century majestic door, with the family coat of arms depicted on the wall of the

entrance staircase, representing five towers in X position; this floor is completed by two large

service rooms with starred vaulted ceiling and by a small bedroom with the original furniture,

most probably once the guardian's room. At the first floor, the noble one, the 19th century

gold leaf doors stand out, with their original keys and locks, and there are beautiful frescoed

walls holding up richly decorated vaults, with perfectly preserved wonderful decorations. Here

there is a spacious entrance hall richly frescoed from which we access an amazing living

room with fireplace, also very refined and rich in decorations, the typical kitchen and six

gorgeous bedrooms with en-suite bathroom, since the residence at the moment is a tourist

accommodation structure. The property is completed by two extra rooms, an upper level

terrace, a wing at the second floor that hasn't been renovated, and three other rooms, also

not renovated, located at the ground floor on the rear side of the building. Stunning real

estate currently used as tourist accommodation facility of very high standards, an excellent

investment for those who wish to continue on this activity which is now perfectly integrated in

an international tourist trail, but also for those who wish a high class level real estate as their

Townhouse for Sale in Lecce (LE)

Ref: TT43P

2.200.000 €

Size: 1000 sqm

Rooms: 25

Bedrooms: 7

Bathrooms: 10

Energy class: G

IPE: 175



main residence.  
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